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We provide an overview of our main ideas and techniques.
We first outline a less efficient sequential construction of hop sets. We then sketch the additional ideas needed to obtain more work-efficient and parallel constructions.
A crucial tool for our hop set algorithms are efficient con- is imperative for obtaining our parallel hop-set and shortest paths algorithms. We note that previous~(rn) time cover constructions seem inherently sequential.
We sketch an algorithm that for a parameter e >0, constructs a (O(e-l log n), c)-hop set of size 6(n4t3 that it can be assumed without loss of generality that the ratio between the largest and smallest distances is polynomial in n. Hence, a logarithmic number of subroutine calls suffices. To obtain the restricted hop set, we construct a cover
x with W = eR/(4 log n). We partition x to big clusters containing more that n] 13 vertices and small clusters containing at most nl 13 vertices. ii. Every path of weight at most w, must be contained in some X e X.
iii. For every v c V, at least one cluster X c x contains the w? /2 neighborhood of v. IE" I~(l+a)p"g%~lnl+~/2+a-l((l+a)P"gl-co~1--
For all {ul, uz} C V, dist~*(ul, uz) z distE(ul, uz). We present R-HopSet and prove that property
iii of E* holds. In the full version we establish the complexity bounds and properties i and ii of E*. ii.
... lu.
If co < 1/2:
for M {u1, u2} C V, distE* (vi, 16z)~distE(ul, 262), for every {u1, UZ} C V, dist$uz(ul,uz)~(1 -t-21/p) P"g(l -CO) 'l&st E(u~, ?.62), where d* = (4/32p2 + 6) P0.5(i-eO) pl . (1) W, t W~inl.5'
(2) Construct a (~, w,)-cover x of (V, E) (as in Definition 2.1).
(3) For each X c x and v c X, place in E* an edge from the center of X to v, weighted 3/3wt
ii. Fori= O,..., [logPP(nwmaX/wmin)J do:
(1) Using one of the tradeoffs in Table 4 , we obtain the fol- the above and p = log-l n 0(mn05 logn) I O(n logn loglogn) I (Plogn)o(lw log n) (1+ 7/p) P"gz l"g nl Table 1 : Deriving bounds for some parameter assignments ii.
... stop.
ii. Fori= l,..., [log(.R/~mi.)l do in paralIeI:
(1) For each cluster X'~Xb, denote by a(X, X') the minimum weight of a computed path between the contracted X and a vertex in X'. The edge in E* between the centers of X and X' is assigned weight a(X, X') + w,/p. Correctness.
In the full version we establish that the set E* produced by the algorithm possesses properties i and ii.
We prove that property iii holds. We explicitly construct a path p* in E* u E between U1 and uz such that lp" I s 
